
 
Chittenden County E&D Advisory Committee 

Wednesday, June 9th 10:00am-11:00am 
Meeting Minutes 

 
Participants: Adam Lawrence (SSTA), Heather Filonow (UVM Home Health), Ross MacDonald (VTrans), 
Marshall Distel (CCRPC), Kathrynn Titus (Cathedral Square), Leah Soderquist (United Way), Jordan Posner 
(GMT), Erica Marks (Age Well), Josh Arneson (Richmond). 

 
1. Introductions  

Marshall Distel welcomed partners to the quarterly meeting. Brief introductions were then made. 

2. Chittenden County FY22 E&D Work Plan 

Marshall provided the E&D partners with an overview of the FY22 Work Plan, which is due for 
submission to VTrans at the end of June. The Work Plan includes five core tasks: SSTA Volunteer Driver 
Collaboration; E&D Innovation Funding; E&D Transportation Summit Planning; E&D, ADA, & Medicaid 
Call Center Study; Increasing E&D Program Awareness. E&D partners were encouraged to review the 
Work Plan and provide Marshall with any comments or revisions prior to the end of the month.  
 
Following the overview of the FY22 Work Plan, Ross MacDonald signaled his support for the efforts 
outlined in the plan and acknowledged that it is in line with the other initiatives that are being pursued by 
other E&D committees around the state. 
 

3. 2021 E&D Summit 

Marshall reminded the group of the upcoming E&D Transportation Summit, which will take place on 
Friday June 18th. It will be a short virtual event from 9:00 to 10:30, and will focus on program updates, an 
overview of 2021 survey results and then a review of best practices, followed by a roundtable discussion. 
 

4. GMT Updates 

Jordan Posner addressed the committee with regards to the proposed budget for the upcoming fiscal year. 
In FY22, the program grant with be able to cover 100% of the cost of E&D trips, but at a slightly reduced 
level of service. Jordan described how GMT received level funding from VTrans, with the option to allow 
program partners not to contribute a 20% cash match. However, if a program partner chooses not to 
contribute match in FY22, GMT will have 20% less funding for E&D trips at the beginning of the year. 
 
Jordan then proceeded by sharing a spreadsheet that outlined three funding scenarios for partners (no cash 
match, 20% cash match, 10% cash match). If a partner were to continue to contribute a cash match in 
FY22, Jordan highlighted how this would essentially extend the program grant, while also translating to 
more E&D trips able to be served. Jordan will follow up individually with each partner to help review 
which funding scenario may be most appropriate for each municipality.  
 
Following the funding discussion, Jordan briefly described how GMT and SSTA have updated their 
capacity limits. However, due to federal regulations, the mask mandate remains in place at this time. GMT 
has also announced that its services will remain fare-free through FY22. 
 

 



 
5. SSTA Updates 

 
Adam Lawrence provided a brief update for SSTA. Ride volumes have recovered to around 65%-75%. 
While SSTA is still limiting the capacity of vehicles, plans are being reviewed to revise some of the 
COVID protocols.  

 
 

6. Other E&D Partner Items  
 

No other partner updates were shared. The meeting ended shortly before 11:00. Marshall will send out a 
calendar invite for the next meeting.  

 

Next Meeting: Wednesday, September 22nd 
 

 


